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Welcome to your Guide to Sheung Wan 









Nestled in the beating heart of Hong Kong lies Sheung Wan – a mesmerising blend of contemporary and old-world charm. This guide is your passport to exploring every nook of this fascinating neighbourhood. Join us as we dive into a world where tradition meets trend, where every street corner has a story to tell, and where the food, drinks and electric atmosphere will keep you coming back for more.
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Sheung Wan Restaurants




From the sizzling woks of Hong Kong’s famous food halls to the elegant ambience of high-end eateries, Sheung Wan offers the ultimate culinary adventure. Enjoy a unique teppanyaki experience at trendy Enishi, dig into classic dumplings at Man Mo Dim Sum, savour Michelin-starred Thai delights at Samsen and the best vegetarian at Veda, or get a taste of authentic Mexican at Te Quiero Mucho — a three-storey restaurant on Queen’s Road with the best guac and tacos in Hong Kong.










Discover More
















Sheung Wan Bars




When the sun sets, Sheung Wan’s bar scene comes to life with its range of hip watering holes, sophisticated wine bars and trendy rooftop spots with stunning city views. This Hong Kong district has it all. Sample one of the suburb’s most extensive selections of sake at Sake Central, settle in for the night at Sheung Wan speakeasy bar Behind 69, stop in at the newest neighbourhood wine den Corks Wine & Bar, or sip on signature cocktails and Mexican classics at artisanal tequila bar and restaurant, Te Quiero Mucho.
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Sheung Wan Hotels




Amidst the energetic pulse of Central Hong Kong lies a range of hotels, each offering a unique experience. For those seeking a blend of boutique style, comfort, and top-notch service, Ovolo Central is a stand-out. Perfectly positioned on Arbuthnot Road, sitting at the crossroads of festive Lan Kwai Fong and SOHO and a stone’s throw away from Sheung Wan, Ovolo Central is the ideal base for exploring Hong Kong’s most vibrant neighbourhoods.












Sheung Wan Sights











Sheung Wan Western Market




A visit to Sheung Wan is incomplete without a stroll through the iconic Western Market on Des Voeux Road Central. Housed in a restored red-brick Edwardian building, Western Market is one of Sheung Wan’s oldest structures and a treasure trove of fruit, fabrics, curios, crafts, antiques and jewellery. 
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Tai Ping Shan Street




Tucked away in the heart of Sheung Wan, Tai Ping Shan Street is a delightful mosaic of art, fashion, and lifestyle. The historic street is home to quirky shops and chic boutiques, each offering an eclectic mix of designer clothing, unique jewellery, and handmade crafts that reflect the artistic spirit of the neighbourhood. Art galleries, studios, cosy cafes and quaint eateries line the street, providing a perfect pit stop for those looking to soak in the vibrant atmosphere.










Sheung Wan Liang Yi Museum




The Liang Yi Museum on Sheung Wan’s Hollywood Road is a hidden gem housing four of the world’s finest collections of antiques. The multi-storey museum offers an intimate look into Chinese antique furniture from the Ming and Qing dynasties, with a collection of bejewelled clutches, compacts and powder boxes from Europe. The museum provides antique hunters and history lovers the opportunity to take a guided tour and travel back in time.
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Sheung Wan Civic Centre




Step into the Sheung Wan Civic Centre and discover a cultural oasis amidst the urban hustle. Here, the arts come alive with an exciting lineup of performances, exhibitions, and events. The centre features a lecture hall, theatre, performance hall, and art studios and is a place where local talents shine and international acts take the stage. 

















Sheung Wan Transport











Sheung Wan Station




The Sheung Wan MTR Station is your gateway to exploring this vibrant district and beyond. Conveniently located, it connects you to the myriad of attractions within and outside Sheung Wan. Whether you’re here to explore local markets or venture into other parts of Hong Kong, your journey starts here.
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Sheung Wan Ferry Terminal




The Sheung Wan Ferry Terminal is a launchpad for new adventures, with daily ferries running from Hong Kong to Macau. Hop on a ferry, take in the stunning skyline and enjoy a day trip exploring the sights of Macau. 




Your Sheung Wan adventure is just beginning and there’s much more to explore. From the bustling streets to the serene temples, trendy cafes and historic landmarks, Sheung Wan is a district that never ceases to amaze. So, pack your curiosity and embark on an unforgettable journey through this enchanting neighbourhood. 
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Te Quiero Mucho




TQM serves inspirational Mexican food with an energetic atmosphere and playful delivery. We’re an authentic Mexican restaurant & artisanal tequila bar with the best guac in Hong Kong! Our menu is designed to cater to everyone’s spicy and special desires, and our house tacos are perfect with any of our signature cocktails.
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Came for the experience.
Stayed for the perks.









Kick off your night in Lan Kwai Fong with drinks at the hotel’s social hour, tuck into the fully-stocked minibar and kickstart a day of Hong Kong exploring with complimentary breakfast. Enjoy superspeed wifi, self-service laundry and a free Loot Bag packed with treats – all with no more to pay when you book direct at ovolohotels.com.




Just some of the perks.
All effortlessly included. Wonder. Full.
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                Join now to get 10% off

                Subscribe to our OMG Newsletter to get the latest news, offers and 10% off* your next stay with Ovolo Hotels.
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